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✤ Gene Ontology

✤ biological process

✤ divided into three main levels:

✤ cellular processes

✤ multicellular organismal processes

✤ multi-organism processes

✤ molecular function

✤ cellular component
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✤ All terms have a textual definition, ideally of the form:

✤ “An A that B” where A is the is_a parent (genus) and B is what 
differentiates it from its parent (differentia)

✤ e.g. epithelial tube formation: “The developmental process 
pertaining to the initial formation of an epithelial tube.”

✤ have a beginning and end (for processes)

✤ Many (most!) definitions don’t conform to this yet, however, and it is 
an ongoing process to improve them

GO term definitions
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http://amigo.geneontology.org/cgi-bin/amigo/term-details.cgi?term=GO:0072175&session_id=8954amigo1276638990
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Relationships

✤ is_a

✤ part_of

✤ regulates

✤ positively_regulates

✤ negatively_regulates

✤ has_part (full-GO only)
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Relationships

✤ All terms in the ontology have a complete path of is_a relationships 
up to the ontology root

✤ we call this being is_a complete

✤ important for reasoning over the ontology, and for ontology 
development (everything is_a something)

✤ is_a and part_of relationships operate between terms such that the 
‘parent’ term is more specific than the ‘child’ term.

✤ regulates does not relate terms in this way - gives no indication of  
granularity
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Inter-ontology links

✤ GO was originally three completely independent hierarchies, with no 
relationships between them

✤ Biological processes are ordered assemblies of molecular functions

✤ As of 2009 we have started making relationships between biological 
process and molecular function in the live ontology

✤ functions that regulate processes e.g. transcription regulator 
regulates transcription

✤ functions that are part_of processes e.g. transporter part_of transport
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Inter-ontology links

✤ How does this affect annotation?

✤ inter-ontology relationships work just like any other relationship

✤ for example if you make an annotation to glucose transporter you’ll 
also be implicitly annotating to glucose transport  because glucose 
transporter part_of glucose transport

✤ However, most tools currently don’t make inferences across different 
ontologies so currently we provide redundant annotations to both the 
function and the process terms

✤ These redundant annotations can be made manually, or we 
automatically generate a file of inferred annotations that can be 
imported by annotating groups
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Cross-products

✤ As well as the regular textual definitions, we also provide formal definitions - known as 
cross-products - for some terms

✤ Cross-products are of the form [genus] relationship [differentia] 
✤ e.g. the cross-product for nuclear chromosome is:

✤ chromosome part_of nucleus
✤ and for process e.g. spermine transport

✤ transport results_in_transport_of spermine
✤ Cross-products allow automatic reasoning over ontology

✤ detects inconsistencies, missing relationships etc
✤ allow better integration with other ontologies
✤ more systematic ontology development (automatic term generation, textual definition 

generation) 
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Cross-products

✤ The differentia for a cross-product can also be from an external 
ontology

✤ e.g. leukocyte differentiation

         cell differentiation results_in_acquisition_of_features_of leukocyte

✤ or from CHEBI (chemicals) e.g. maltose biosynthetic process

          biosynthetic process has_output maltose

GO cell ontology

GO CHEBI
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Cross-products status

✤ In live GO, we currently have cross-products for 

✤ most regulation terms

✤ cellular component part_of

✤ More will be added in batches
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Ontology development

✤ Multiple areas of GO are under development at any one time

✤ Current large-scale ontology development areas include

✤ kidney development/physiology (Renal GO Annotation 
Initiative) 

✤ viral processes

✤ signalling

✤ neurobiology (future)
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Ontology development

✤ Logical consistency work

✤ making inter-ontology links

✤ reasoning, interpreting/implementing results

✤ generating new cross-products

✤ error checking
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Ontology development

✤ Small-scale requests

✤ Requests for individual or small numbers of terms/term changes 
can be made via our tracker system: http://sourceforge.net/
tracker/?func=browse&group_id=36855&atid=440764

✤ We hope to soon be trialling a system for submitting terms via 
AmiGO, for modular terms such as regulation terms

✤ Ontology issues for discussion can go to: ontology-
editors@geneontology.org or a specific interest mailing list: http://
www.geneontology.org/GO.mailing.lists.shtml#int
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Ontology files

✤ Cross-products, inter-ontology links and has_part are currently only 
available in the extended GO (or full-GO) file

✤ The file that most DBs currently download has these features filtered 
out

✤ http://www.geneontology.org/GO.downloads.ontology.shtml
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Ontology developers

✤ Jane Lomax

✤ David Hill

✤ Tanya Berardini

✤ Chris Mungall

✤ Jennifer Deegan

✤ Rebecca Foulger

✤ + several others
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